Clinical Outcomes With Migalastat in Patients With Fabry Disease Based on Degree of Renal Impairment: Results From Phase 3 Trials
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INTRODUCTION

• Fabry disease is a progressive, life-threatening disorder caused by deficiency of a glycosidase A (α-Gal A) that leads to accumulation of globotriaosylceramide (GL-3), a multiple cell types and organs, often culminating in multisystemic disease and early death.
• Migalastat, a first-in-class, orally administered small molecule, is a pharmacological chaperone approved in the European Union for Fabry disease, and in Australia, Israel, United States, and Canada for Fabry disease. Migalastat reduces GL-3 in multiple cell types and organs, often culminating in multisystemic disease and early death.

METHODS

• The FACETS (NCT00925301) was a phase 3, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study designed to evaluate the efficacy, safety, and pharmacokinetics of a 12-month course of migalastat in Fabry disease in patients with Fabry disease with amenable mutations who were previously untreated with migalastat.

OBJECTIVE

• To assess clinical outcomes by degree of renal impairment at baseline in patients with Fabry disease and amenable mutations who received migalastat in the FACETS and ATTRACT studies.

RESULTS

White Blood Cell α-Gal A Activity

• In FACETS and ATTRACT, white blood cell (WBC) α-Gal A activity (mean±SE) increased with migalastat treatment regardless of baseline renal function (Figure 3A). FACETS and ATTRACT studies

Kidney Peritubular Capillary GL-3 Inclusions

• In FACETS, a reduction in PTC GL-3 inclusions was observed from baseline to Month 6 in patients who began migalastat treatment at randomization but not in patients beginning treatment at Month 6 in the ATTRACT study (Figure 4). FACETS and ATTRACT studies

CONCLUSIONS

• In both phase 3 trials, patients with Fabry disease and amenable mutations treated with migalastat had similar clinical outcomes regardless of baseline renal function.
• The small number of patients with baseline eGFRMDRD <60 mL/min/1.73 m2 at baseline should be considered when interpreting these data.
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